
Ryan 

Ryan, directed by Chris Landreth, is an animated tribute to Canadian animator Ryan Larkin. 

Ryan was once, one of the world’s most respected animators producing some of the most 

influential animated short films of his time, such as "Walking" and "Street Musique" through 

the National Film Board of Canada. However once an influential character to the creative 

media industry, we sadly see throughout this heart flensing documentary the unravelling pit 

of creative block and the metaphorical loss of a great mind. 

We are first introduced to Ryan though the stylistic conventions of a  documentary where he 

appears to be in a homeless shelter where he is introduced in a much complimentary fashion 

with great emphasis on his past achievements in the creative media industry. His visual 

portrayal could be interrupted as the emphasis on his vulnerable and weak self as much of 

his physique is missing, including the majority of his face perhaps a metaphoric 

personification of the loss of his creative mind. As we see a short selection of Ryan’s most 

prestigious work we also to delight see Ryan in a certain sense light up, not only visually as 

colour and graphics are imported into the scene but also in pitch, his tone and involvement 

becomes much more present. 

Aside from Ryan we are also introduced to various other characters involved in Ryan’s life 

such as his late wife, Felicity and producer Derek, both applauding Ryan’s creative ability 

yet moaning the loss of his brightness and drive he held within the industry, “he was a guy 

who was bursting with life, five or six years earlier who’s drawings and artwork you could 

hardly contain”, “now here is a guy who is living out every artists fear, losing it”.  

Whilst focus is brought back to Chris Landreth the perception of Ryan quickly changes as he 

reacts defensively towards Chris’s comment on Ryan’s attitude to alcohol, resulting in the 

emphasis of his aggression through the distortion of the scene and focus on Ryan’s facial 

expressions and movement. This style of work was first phrased by Chris as Psychorealism, 

referring to what Karan Singh described as, "the glorious complexity of the human psyche 

depicted through the visual medium of art and animation." In other words the emphasis on 

creative work though a surrealist styling effective. We also see perhaps the personification of 

an alcoholic’s perception for need, as not only the scene deteriorates into a much less sharp 

and reactive camera movement but we also see animated arms appearing to be coming out of 

the flask presumably filled with alcohol as Ryan reaches to have a drink, presented as a 

somewhat comforting reaction for Ryan. Whilst the issue is addressed however much as an 

addict, Ryan becomes aggressive and verbally violet, leaving the audience distanced as an 

emotional response is created due to the realisation of the true depth of the issue. 

The closing sequence we see is that in which Ryan is begging on the street for money, again a 

sympatric approach, what is most interesting however about this scene is that as Ryan looks 

over his shoulder he sees Chris across the road, however his appearance has differed from 

originally throughout the interview. In this sequence Chris much alike Ryan has little 

physical features resulting in a surreal half face effect, this could have many metaphorical 

interpretations depending on that of the viewer; perhaps this could represent the fear 

perhaps of Chris himself becoming alike Ryan in later life or even perhaps on reflection the 

similarities or deviation between the two artists. As the scene dims to black we are left with 

two small white swirls moving and transforming into thin blackness. 

What I respect most about this art piece is its ability to move an audience and incorporate 

such unlikely platforms into a constructed piece that performs so naturally to an audience. 

The stylistic portal of events and character emphasises and compliments every aspect of the 
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artwork, portraying not only one ideological meaning but several allowing the audience to 

interpret their own perspective on the events leaving a sense of involvement. I also applaud 

this piece on its ability to with so little words, create such a strong emotional response, as 

with every sequence we strongly emphasise what Chris so undeniably does so himself, the 

loss of such an incredible not only inspiration to the creative industry but also incredible 

mind, respected yet such a perceptible troubled being. 
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